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MULTIPLE SINE, MULTIPLE ELLIPTIC GAMMA FUNCTIONS AND
RATIONAL CONES
LUIGI TIZZANO AND JACOB WINDING
Abstract. We define generalizations of the multiple elliptic gamma functions and the multiple
sine functions, labelled by rational cones in Rr. For r = 2, 3 we prove that the generalized multiple
elliptic gamma functions enjoy a modular property determined by the cone. This generalizes the
modular properties of the elliptic gamma function studied by Felder and Varchenko. The generalized
multiple sine enjoy a related infinite product representation, generalizing the results of Narukawa
for the ordinary multiple sine functions.
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1. Introduction
The theory of multiple sine and multiple elliptic gamma functions already has a long history.
As shown by Nishizawa [14], it is possible to construct a hierarchy of meromorphic functions
which incorporate the theta function θ0(z, τ) and the elliptic gamma function Γ(z, τ, σ). These
functions have been called multiple elliptic gamma function Gr(z|τ0, . . . , τr). Multiple sine functions
Sr(z|ω1, . . . , ωr) instead have been studied by Kurokawa [9, 10] and Jimbo-Miwa [8] starting from
1
the Barnes’ multiple gamma functions [1]. A comprehensive review and thorough analysis of the
properties of all these functions is contained in a paper by Narukawa [13].
One of the original motivation in the Narukawa’s paper was to understand the modular properties
of multiple elliptic gamma functions. In fact it is very well known that the theta function exhibit
modular invariance under the action of SL2(Z) ⋉ Z
2. For the elliptic gamma function (i.e. G1
in the notation adopted here) there is a result by Felder and Varchenko [3] who proved that the
modularity is instead SL3(Z) ⋉ Z
3. The extension of these results to the case of multiple elliptic
gamma functions has been proposed by Narukawa in his paper.
In this paper we define a generalization of both the multiple elliptic gamma and the multiple
sine functions which we call respectively generalized multiple gamma functions GCr (z|τ0, . . . , τr) and
generalized multiple sine functions SCr (z|ω1, . . . , ωr). The superscript C refers to a good rational
polyhedral cone inside Rr which is the additional data used to generalize the functions. For general
r we are able to show a few properties of these new functions that were already present for the
ordinary ones. Moreover, in the specific cases SC2 ,S
C
3 and G
C
1 ,G
C
2 we prove an infinite product
representation or modular property which is related or labelled by the cone. In particular, the
infinite product representations exhibit a factorized form, with one factor from every 1-dimensional
face of the cone, as well as the exponential of a generalized Bernoulli polynomial. For an r-
dimensional cone C, the factors from the 1d faces are related by SLr+1(Z) elements, which are
specified by the cone. In the case of r = 1, our generalized elliptic gamma function is closely
related to the one defined in [5]. A rather similar construction the one presented here is also used
in [18], but then in the context of defining a cone generalization of multiple zeta values.
The reason why we defined and studied these new generalized functions comes from physics.
This is not surprising since the double sine function was already used in a paper of Jimbo and
Miwa [8] to construct solutions of the quantum Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations. Nevertheless
the physical context which motivated the present work is completely different and it is related to
supersymmetric gauge theories. Recently it has been shown that the partition functions of certain
supersymmetric theories can be expressed in terms of multiple sine and multiple elliptic gamma
functions [7, 12]. In the works [15, 16] it has been understood that also the generalized multiple
sine functions that we present here plays an important role in this picture. The appearance of the
cone C in physics is due to the fact that the supersymmetric gauge theories under investigation are
defined on a particular class of toric manifolds and the cone is the object which classifies these types
of geometries. Here we prove all the results about generalized multiple sine functions contained in
[15, 16] and we obtain new results about properties of generalized multiple gamma functions.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we review known properties of multiple sine
function, q-shifted factorials and multiple elliptic gamma function. In section 3 we define the no-
tion of polyhedral cone C and describe the 1-Gorenstein condition for a cone. The section provide
a technical lemma about subdivision of 2d cones that will be crucial for proving the factorization
results. In section 4 we introduce the concept of generalized Bernoulli polynomials and we give
an explicit expression for BC2,2. In section 5 we define the generalized multiple sine functions, we
discuss their properties and finally we prove the infinite product representation form of SC2 and S
C
3 .
Section 6 is the final section of this paper. Here we define the generalized multiple elliptic gamma
2
functions and we prove the factorization properties of GC1 and G
C
2 . The case of general r is the
subject of ongoing work [17].
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2. The multiple sine functions and multiple elliptic gamma functions
In this section we review the multiple elliptic gamma functions Gr(z|τ¯ ) and their relation to the
multiple sine functions Sr(z|ω¯) as defined by Narukawa [13].
2.1. The q-shifted factorial. Let x = e2πiz, qj = e
2πiωj for z ∈ C and ωj ∈ C − R (0 ≤ j ≤ r),
and
q = (q0, · · · , qr),
q−(j) = (q0, · · · ,
∨
qj, · · · , qr),
q[j] = (q0, · · · , q
−1
j , · · · , qr),
q−1 = (q−10 , · · · , q
−1
r ),
(1)
where
∨
qj means the exclusion of qj. When Imωj > 0 for all j, define the q-shifted factorial
(2) (x|q)∞ =
∞∏
j0,··· ,jr=0
(1− xqj00 · · · q
jr
r ).
This infinite product converges absolutely when |qj| < 1. Thus this function is a holomorphic
function with regard to z, whose zeros are
(3) z = ω0Z≤0 + · · ·+ ωrZ≤0 + Z.
In general we can define the q-shifted factorial for ωj ∈ C−R as follows: When Imω0, · · · , Imωk−1 <
0 and Imωk, · · · , Imωr > 0, that is, |q0|, · · · , |qk−1| > 1 and |qk|, · · · , |qr| < 1, we define
(x|q)∞ =
{
(q−10 · · · q
−1
k−1x|(q
−1
0 , · · · , q
−1
k−1, qk, · · · , qr))∞
}(−1)k
=


∞∏
j0,··· ,jr=0
(1− xq−j0−10 · · · q
−jk−1−1
k−1 q
jk
k · · · q
jr
r )


(−1)k
.
(4)
The q-shifted factorial is a meromorphic function of z satisfying the following functional equa-
tions.
Proposition 2.1.
(5) (x|q)∞ =
1
(q−1j x|q[j])∞
, (qjx|q)∞ =
(x|q)∞
(x|q−(j))∞
.
Proof. See Narukawa [13] 
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Proposition 2.2.
(6)
(x|q0, q1, . . . , qr)∞
(x|q0, q0q1, . . . , qr)∞
= (x|q−11 , q0q1, . . . , qr)
−1
∞ .
Proof. We prove the lemma case by case, first let |qi| < 1, i = 0, . . . , r, then
(x|q0, q1, · · · , qr)∞
(x|q0, q0q1, · · · , qr)∞
=
∏
i0,...,ir≥0
(1− xqi00 q
i1
1 · · · q
ir
r )∏
i0,...,ir≥0
(1− xqi00 (q0q1)
i1 · · · qirr )
=
∏
i0≥0, i1>i0, i2,··· ,ir≥0
(1− xqi0q
j
1q
i2
2 · · · q
ir
r )
=
∏
i0,...,ir≥0
(1− xq1(q0q1)
i0qi11 q
i2
2 · · · q
ir
r )(7)
= (xq1|q0q1, q1, · · · , qr)∞ = (x|q0q1, q
−1
1 , · · · , qr)
−1
∞ .
If instead |q0| < 1, |q1| > 1 but |q0q1| < 1 and |q2|, · · · , |qr| < 1, then
(x|q0, q1, · · · , qr)∞
(x|q0, q0q1, · · · , qr)∞
=
1∏
i0,...,ir≥0
(1− xqi00 q
−i1−1
1 · · · q
ir
r )
∏
i0,...,ir≥0
(1− xqi00 (q0q1)
i1 · · · qirr )
=
1∏
i0≥0, i1≤i0, i2,...,ir≥0
(1− xqi00 q
i1
1 · · · q
ir
r )
=
1∏
i0,...,ir≥0
(1− xq−i01 (q0q1)
i1qi22 · · · q
ir
r )
= (xq1|q1, q0q1, q2, · · · , qr)∞ = (x|q
−1
1 , q0q1, q2, · · · , qr)
−1
∞ .
But if |q0q1| > 1
(x|q0, q1, · · · , qr)∞
(x|q0, q0q1, · · · , qr)∞
=
∏
i0,...,ir≥0
(1− xqi00 (q0q1)
−i1−1qi22 · · · q
ir
r )∏
i0,...ir≥0
(1− xqi00 q
−i1−1
1 · · · q
ir
r )
=
∏
i0≥0,−i1−1≤i<0,i2,...,ir≥0
(1− xqi00 q
−i1−1
1 · · · q
ir
r )
=
∏
i0,...,ir≥0
(1− xq−i0−10 q
i0+i1+1
1 q
i2
2 · · · q
ir
r ) = (xq1|q0q1, q1, q2, · · · , qr)∞
= (x|q0q1, q
−1
1 , q2, · · · , qr)
−1
∞ .
By switching the role of q0, q1, q0q1 one can obtain the other cases. In the cases where some
|qi| > 1, i ≥ 2, then all the above manipulations go through in the very same way. 
2.2. The multiple elliptic gamma function. Let’s introduce the notation for ω as
ω = (ω0, · · · , ωr),
ω−(j) = (ω0, · · · ,
∨
ωj, · · · , ωr),
ω[j] = (ω0, · · · ,−ωj, · · · , ωr),
−ω = (−ω0, · · · ,−ωr),
|ω| = ω0 + · · ·+ ωr ,
(8)
and define the multiple elliptic gamma function
Gr(z|ω) = (x
−1q0 · · · qr|q)∞{(x|q)∞}
(−1)r
= {(x−1|q−1)∞}
(−1)r+1{(x|q)∞}
(−1)r .
(9)
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Gr(z|ω) is defined for ωj ∈ C− R from the general definition of (x; q)∞. The hierarchy of Gr(z|ω)
includes the familiar theta function θ0(z|ω) (r = 0) and the elliptic gamma function Γ(z|τ, σ)
(r = 1) which appeared in [3, 19].
The multiple elliptic gamma function satisfy the following functional equations:
Gr(z + 1|ω) = Gr(z|ω),(10)
Gr(z + ωj|ω) = Gr−1(z|ω
−(j)) Gr(z|ω),(11)
Gr(z|ω) =
1
Gr(z − ωj|ω[j])
,(12)
Gr(−z| − ω) =
1
Gr(z|ω)
,(13)
Gr(z|ω)Gr(z|ω[j]) =
1
Gr−1(z|ω−(j))
.(14)
Gr(z|ω) can be expressed as the following infinite product when Im ωj > 0 ∀j:
(15) Gr(z|ω) =
∞∏
j0,...,jr=0
(1− e2πi(z+j0ω0+···+jrωr))(−1)
r
· (1− e2πi(|ω|−z+j0ω0+···+jrωr)).
We also note the following formula given in [13], valid for Im z > 0, Im τj > 0 ∀j:
(16) (x|q)∞ =
∞∏
j0,...,jr=0
(1− xqj00 · · · q
jr
r ) = exp

− ∞∑
n=1
∞∑
j0,...,jr=0
(xqj00 · · · q
jr
r )n
n

 ,
of which we will use a simple generalization to see that some infinite products are convergent and
well-defined.
In [13] Narukawa also proved two important theorems about modularity of Gr(z|ω):
Theorem 2.3 (Modular properties of Gr(z|ω)). If r ≥ 2, Im
ωj
ωk
6= 0, then the multiple elliptic
gamma function satisfies the identity
(17)
r∏
k=1
Gr−2
(
z
ωk
∣∣∣∣
(
ω1
ωk
, · · · ,
∨
ωk
ωk
, · · · ,
ωr
ωk
))
= exp
{
−
2πi
r!
Brr(z|ω)
}
.
Theorem 2.4 (Modular properties of Gr(z|ω)). If Imωj 6= 0 and Im
ωj
ωk
6= 0, then
Gr(z|ω) = exp
{
2πi
(r + 2)!
Br+2,r+2(z|(ω,−1))
}
×
r∏
k=0
Gr
(
z
ωk
∣∣∣∣
(
ω0
ωk
, · · · ,
∨
ωk
ωk
, · · · ,
ωr
ωk
,−
1
ωk
))
= exp
{
−
2πi
(r + 2)!
Br+2,r+2(z|(ω, 1))
}
×
r∏
k=0
Gr
(
−
z
ωk
∣∣∣∣
(
−
ω0
ωk
, · · · ,−
∨
ωk
ωk
, · · · ,−
ωr
ωk
,−
1
ωk
))
.
(18)
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In these theorems we see the appearance of the so called multiple Bernoulli polynomials Br,n(z|ω1, . . . , ωr).
They are defined by the following expansion:
(19)
trezt∏r
i=1(e
ωit − 1)
=
∞∑
n=0
Br,n(z|ω)
tn
n!
.
In particular Br,r is a polynomial in z of order r.
Remark 2.5 Consider Rr+1≥0 , which is a cone of dimension r+1, and has a set of r+1, 1-dimensional
faces generated by the standard basis vectors {e1, . . . , er+1}. For each such face, generated by ei, we
construct a matrix K˜i = [ei, eσ(1), . . . , eσ(r)]
−1, where σ is a permutation of 1, . . . , i−1, i+1, . . . , r+1
such that det(K˜i) = 1.
It is convenient for our purposes to extend each K˜i into a matrix Ki in SLr+2(Z) by adjoining
a 1 at the lower right entry:
K˜i → Ki =
(
K˜i 0
0 1
)
∈ SLr+2(Z).
Let us also denote by S the S-duality element in SLr+2(Z), i.e.
(20) S =


0 · · · · · · −1
... 1 0
...
... 0
. . .
...
1 · · · · · · 0

 .
Next, consider the following group action of g ∈ SLr+2(Z) on (z|ω0, . . . , ωr, 1):
(21) g · (z|(ω)) = (
z
(gω)r+1
|
(gω)0
(gω)r+1
, . . . ,
(gω)r
(gω)r+1
).
This action of g is a linear fractional transformation, and we note that S together with SLr+1(Z)
generates all of SLr+2(Z). With this machinery, the result of theorem 2.4 can be rewritten as
(22) Gr(z|ω) = exp
{
2πi
(r + 2)!
Br+2,r+2(z|(ω,−1))
}
×
r∏
i=0
((SKi)
∗Gr)(z|ω),
where (SKi)
∗ acts on Gr(z|ω) by transforming its arguments as above. The above formula include
the modularity properties of θ0 and the elliptic gamma function studied by Felder and Varchenko
in [3], and is just a way of writing it that makes precise how SLr+2 acts. We will see later how this
directly generalizes for the generalized multiple elliptic gamma functions we will introduce.
We will also need the following property of Gr, which is a direct consequence of proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.6.
(23)
Gr(z|ω0, ω1, · · · , ωr)
Gr(z|ω0, ω0 + ω1, · · · , ωr)
=
1
Gr(z| − ω1, ω0 + ω1, · · · , ωr)
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Proof. One uses the definition of Gr as well as proposition 2.2 as follows
Gr(z|ω0, ω1, · · · , ωr)
Gr(z|ω0, ω0 + ω1, · · · , ωr)
=
(x−1q0 · · · qr|q0, · · · , qr)∞(x|q0, · · · , qr)
(−1)r
∞
(x−1q20q1 · · · qr|q0, q0q1, · · · , qr)∞(x|q0, q0q1, · · · , qr)
(−1)r
∞
=
(x−1q0 · · · qr|q0, · · · , qr)∞
(x|q−11 , q0q1, · · · , qr)
(−1)r
∞
(x−1q0q1 · · · qr|q1, q0q1, · · · , qr)∞
(x−1q0q1 · · · qr|q0, q1, · · · , qr)∞
= (q1x|q1, q0q1, · · · , qr)
(−1)r
∞ (x
−1q0q1 · · · qr|q1, q0q1, · · · qr)∞
= Gr(z + ω1|ω1, ω0 + ω1, · · · , ωr) = Gr(z| − ω1, ω0 + ω1, · · · , ωr)
−1.

2.3. The multiple sine function. Suppose that the points representing ω1, · · · , ωr ∈ C all lie
within the same half of the complex plane. Then the multiple zeta function is defined by the series
(24) ζr(s, z|ω) =
∞∑
n1,...,nr=0
1
(n1ω1 + · · ·+ nrωr + z)s
,
for z ∈ C,Re s > r. This series is holomorphic in s in the domain {Re s > r}, and it is analytically
continued to s ∈ C. Since it is holomorphic at s = 0, we can define the multiple gamma function
by
(25) Γr(z|ω) = exp
(
∂
∂s
ζr(s, z|ω)
∣∣∣
s=0
)
.
Now we define the multiple sine function by the form
(26) Sr(z|ω) = Γr(z|ω)
−1Γr(|ω| − z|ω)
(−1)r .
The above definition of ζr(s, z|ω) is due to Barnes [1], and the definitions of Γr(z|ω) and Sr(z|ω)
are due to Kurokawa [10] and Jimbo-Miwa [8].
Originally, the double sine function S2(z|ω1, ω2) have been studied to construct solutions of cer-
tain equations of mathematical physics as in [8]. In recent years there has been renewed interest
among physicist in the topic of generalized sine functions because of their appearance in the con-
text of supersymmetric gauge theories. Namely, the result of a procedure called supersymmetric
localization can be elegantly rewritten in terms of multiple sine functions [7, 12].
Multiple sine functions enjoy a number of properties that we list here.
Proposition 2.7 (Properties of multiple sine function).
• Analyticity:
For r odd the multiple sine is an entire function in z, with zeros at
z = ~n · ω (n1, . . . , nr ≥ 1),
coming from Γr(|ω| − z|ω)
−1, as well as zeros at
z = ~n · ω (n1, . . . , nr ≤ 0),
coming from Γr(z|ω)
−1. For even r, the multiple sine is meromorphic with zeros for
(n1, . . . , nr ≥ 1) and poles for (n1, . . . , nr ≤ 0);
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• Difference equation:
(27) Sr(z + ωi|ω) = Sr−1(z|ω
−(i))−1Sr(z|ω);
• Symmetries: Sr(z, ω) is invariant under permutations of the parameters ωi. It also enjoys
a reflection property:
Sr(z|ω) = Sr(|ω| − z|ω)
(−1)r+1 ;(28)
• Rescaling invariance:
(29) Sr(cz|cω) = Sr(z|ω),
for any c ∈ C∗;
• Factorization: Let’s set xk = e
2πiz/ωk , qjk = e
2πiωj/ωk , qk = (q1k, . . . ,
∨
qkk, . . . , qrk) and
qk
−1 = (q−11k , . . . ,
∨
q−1kk , . . . , q
−1
rk ). If r ≥ 2, Im
ωj
ωk
6= 0, then Sr(z|ω) has the following factor-
ization in terms of q-shifted factorials.
Sr(z|ω) = exp
{
(−1)r
πi
r!
Brr(z|ω)
} r∏
k=1
(xk|qk)∞
= exp
{
(−1)r−1
πi
r!
Brr(z|ω)
} r∏
k=1
(x−1k |qk
−1)∞.
(30)
3. Good cones
Definition 3.1. A strictly convex rational polyhedral cone C ⊂ Rn can be presented as
(31) C = {r ∈ Rn | r · vi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n} ⊂ R
n,
where the vi’s are also known as inward pointing normals of the n faces of the cone. The rationality
condition means that vi ∈ Z
n, and without loss of generality we assume that the {vi} are primitive,
i.e. that gcd(vi) = 1 ∀i.
We also assume that the set {vi} is minimal, i.e. removing any of the vi’s would change C.
Note in particular that for C 2-dimensional, this means that C is specified by two normals. In the
remainder of this paper we will refer to a strictly convex rational polyhedral cone just as a cone.
Definition 3.2. Given a cone C, its dual cone C∗ is defined by
(32) C∗ = {y ∈ Rn| y · u ≥ 0 for all u ∈ C}.
For the purposes of this paper we assume the cone to be of the following type:
Definition 3.3. A cone C is good if at every codimension k face, the k-normals vi1 . . . vik satisfy
(33) SpanR〈vi1 . . . vik〉 ∩ Z
m = SpanZ〈vi1 . . . vik〉.
It is easy to see that this condition is equivalent to the fact that {vi1 . . . vik} can be completed
into an SLm(Z) matrix. The goodness condition was originally introduced by Lerman [11] in the
context of contact toric geometry. In this context, the cone appears as the image of the toric
moment map, and the goodness condition corresponds to the toric space being a smooth manifold.
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Definition 3.4. A cone C is said to be a 1-Gorenstein cone if there exists a primitive vector ξ ∈ Zn
such that
(34) ξ · vi = 1 ,
for each i = 1, . . . , n.
In the toric geometry context, this corresponds to the associated toric manifold being Calabi-Yau.
For toric varieties, there is a well known result (given for example in section 2.6 of [6]), that states
that any toric variety has a refinement that resolves it’s singularities. Because of the correspondence
between cones and toric varieties, this can easily be translated into a statements about cones:
Proposition 3.5. Let C be a r-dimensional cone. Then there exists a subdivision of C into a finite
set of smaller cones, C =
⋃
iCi, such that each subdivided cone Ci has r normals, forming a basis
of Zr.
In dimension 2, it is relatively straightforward to explicitly construct this subdivision, which we
do in the following lemma. In higher dimensions, it is not in general easy to find such a subdivision.
Lemma 3.6. Let W be a convex wedge inside R2, defined as W = {x ∈ R2 : x · v1 ≥ 0, x · v2 < 0}
where the normal vectors v1, v2 ∈ Z
2. Then any sum of the form
(35) fW (ω) =
∑
n∈W∩Z2
f(n · ω),
where ω ∈ C2 and f : C→ C is such that the sum converges absolutely, can be written in the form
(36) fW (ω) =
n∑
j=0
∑
m∈Z2
≥0
f((m1 + 1)(ω × uj) +m2(ω × uj+1)),
where {ui}
n+1
i=0 is a set of normals corresponding to lines that subdivide the wedge,such that u0 = v1
and un+1 = v2, and also det[ui, ui+1] = ui × ui+1 = 1.
Remark 3.7 Above, and in the rest of the paper, we adopt the notational shorthand det[u, v] =
u× v when u, v ∈ R2.
Proof. We begin by giving an algorithm for finding the lines {ui}.
We can assume that v1 and v2 are both primitive vectors, which means that there exist a SL2(Z)
transformation that maps v1 to (0, 1). Because of the structure of the sum, and since it is absolutely
convergent, one can reorganize it using SL2(Z) transformations. So without loss of generality, we
assume that v1 = (0, 1), and we consider the case when v2 = (−a, b), with a, b > 0 and gcd(a, b) = 1.
The other possibilities for v2 can be handled in a similar way and the same results holds. For two
coprime integers, we can always find an integer solution to ac − bd = 1 where a > d, b > c. This
is essentially the chinese remainder theorem and is easily proven. Geometrically, the line with the
normal vector uN = (−d, c) will then have a slope less than the line specified by v2, so it will divide
the wedge in two parts, and that c, d solves the equation means that the this new line and v2 forms
an SL2(Z) basis, i.e. uN × v2 = 1. We can then continue the subdivision process, now considering
9
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Figure 1. The left picture shows a wedge, and the right shows its subdivision into
smaller SL2(Z) wedges, i.e. wedges where the normals satisfy ui × ui+1 = 1.
the wedge between un and v1, and so on. This will generate N wedges, and the key point is that the
process will end in finitely many steps since the involved integers are getting smaller at every step.
The process stops when we reach the line with normal v1 and thus have a complete subdivision
of the wedge. This is equivalent to Zagier’s construction [22], which uses continued fractions to
achieve the same goal.
This algorithm gives the set of normals {ui}. We set u0 = v1 and v2 = un+1, the normals satisfy
det[ui, ui+1] = ui × ui+1 = 1.
This statement means that two pairwise following lines form an SL2(Z) basis. The sum fW (ω) can
be decomposed as a sum over each of these n+ 1 smaller wedges
fW (ω) =
n∑
j=0
∑
m∈Wj∩Z2
f(m · ω).
Since for each wedge we are excluding the upper edge and including the lower edge, every lattice
point is counted exactly once. Each of the smaller wedges can be mapped to a region over which
the sum can be more easily performed, by applying the SL2(Z) transformation Ai = [ui, ui+1]
−1
to them, sending each wedge to the space X = {x, y ∈ R|x ≥ 0, y < 0}. This corresponds
to a rearrangement of the sum, which is allowed and doesn’t change its value due to absolute
convergence. So we have
∑
m∈Wj∩Z2
f(m · ω) =
∑
m∈X∩Z2
f(m · (Ajω)) =
∞∑
m1=0
−∞∑
m2=−1
f(m1(ω × uj+1) +m2(−ω × uj))
=
∞∑
m1=0
∞∑
m2=0
f(m1(ω × uj+1) + (m2 + 1)(ω × uj)),
where we work out Ajω and recognize ω× uj, and lastly shift m2 to get both summations starting
from 0. This proves the lemma. 
3.1. Good cones and modularity. A good cone of dimension r > 2 can be seen as a way to
“label” a set of SLr+1(Z) elements, which we describe in this section. Let C be an r-dimensional
good cone, with N 1-dimensional faces, generated by x1, . . . , xN . At each such face f , there will
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be r − 1 normals of the cone, which we call vf1 , . . . , v
f
r−1. We choose an ordering of these normals
such that
det[xf , v
f
1 , . . . , v
f
r−1] > 0.
By goodness of the cone we can also always find an nf such that
det[nf , vf1 , . . . , v
f
r−1] = 1,
which together with the above ordering guarantees that xf ·n
f > 0. Let us define K˜f = [n
f , vf1 , . . . , v
f
r−1]
−1,
which is an SLr(Z) matrix. We embed this into SLr+1(Z) through
Kf =
(
K˜f 0
0 1
)
,
for reasons that will become clear later. Let us also denote by S the S-duality element in SLr+1(Z),
given explicitly in equation (20). Next, consider the group action of g ∈ SLr+1(Z) on (z|ω1, . . . , ωr)
as given in equation (21), i.e. as a linear fractional transformation. S together with SLr(Z)
generates all of SLr+1(Z). So we can think of C as specifying a set of N SLr+1(Z) matrices, and
we will see later how these matrices parametrizes the modular properties of the generalized elliptic
gamma functions, as well as the infinite product representation of generalized multiple sine. Of
course, the above prescription does not uniquely determine our matrices Kf , since there is freedom
in how to choose the vector nf , however one can easily check that different choices of nf only
changes the parameters in (SKf ) · (z|ω) by integer shifts, leaving the value of multiple elliptic
gamma functions or the multiple q-factorials unchanged.
We remark that the r = 2 case we excluded above is special, since for a 2d cone, a 1d face has
only one associated normal vector vf . So in this case we have no freedom in choosing an ordering,
and are not guaranteed that det[xf , v
f ] > 0. We still require that nf · xf > 0, so if det[xf , v
f ] < 0
we will have det[nf , vf ] = −1.
Further, we observe that for the standard cones Rr≥0, following this prescription, one gets the
S-duality matrix composed with a permutation map, of even degree (i.e. with only +1 as non-zero
entries). So this matches precisely what is described in theorem 2.4.
4. Generalized Bernoulli polynomials
The generating function of the original multiple Bernoulli polynomials as seen in (19) can be
written as the following expansion:
(37)
trezt∏r
i=1(e
ωit − 1)
= trezt
∑
n∈Zr>0
e−(ω·n)t,
which converges as long as Re ωi > 0 and t > 0. We define the generalized Bernoulli polynomials
BCr,n associated to a good cone C of dimension r from the following generating function:
(38) trezt
∑
n∈C◦∩Zr
e−(ω·n)t =
∞∑
n=0
BCr,n(z|ω)
tn
n!
,
if there exists a c ∈ C∗ such that Re (cω) ∈ (C∗)◦, and for t ∈ C such that the sum on the left hand
side absolutely converges. Here (C∗)◦ denotes the interior of C∗. These polynomials will make an
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appearance in the following sections where we prove properties of the generalized multiple sine and
elliptic gamma functions, just as the original Bernoulli polynomials appears for the normal Sr, Gr
functions. In particular BCr,r will be a polynomial in z of order r, just as the normal Br,r.
As an example, for r = 2, we can apply the lemma 3.6 to the definition and show the following:
Example Let C be a 2d cone with normals u0, un+1, then
(39) BC2,2(z|ω) = B2,2(z|ω × un, ω × un+1) +
n−1∑
j=0
B2,2(z + ω × uj |ω × uj , ω × uj+1),
where {uj}
n+1
j=0 is the set of vectors subdividing C, as described in lemma 3.6. This is a straight
forward application of lemma 3.6, where one treats the last term separately, removing its shift, so
that all integers inside C are included.
The leading order term of BCr,r for r = 2 (r = 3), i.e. the z
2 (z3) term, is proportional to the sum
of the lengths of the sides of the cone (the area of the cone) capped of by the line (plane) defined
by y · ω = 1. Computing the coefficient of a particular generalized Bernoulli polynomial is similar
to the Ehrhart problem of counting points in ∆k, where ∆k is the polyhedron formed by cutting
of the cone by a face given by y · R = k, where R is also a rational vector [2].
5. Generalized multiple sine functions
Let C be a good cone of dimension r ≥ 2 as defined in section 3, and assume that ω ∈ Cr is such
that for some c ∈ C∗, we have Re cω ∈ (C∗)◦. Then we define the associated generalized multiple
zeta function by the series
(40) ζCr (s, z|ω) =
∑
n∈C∩Zr
1
(z + n · ω)s
,
for z ∈ C, Re s > r. The sum is absolutely convergent in this region and the function is holo-
morphic in s for the domain {Re s > r}. Of course for the standard cone corresponding to Zr≥0
the generalized multiple zeta function becomes exactly the usual Barnes zeta function, and the
requirement on ω in this case means that all the points representing ω1, . . . , ωr lie on the same side
of some straight line through the origin.
The analytic properties of ζCr are established trough the following result.
Proposition 5.1. Let C be a cone of dimension r. It is always possible to write
(41) ζCr (s, z|ω) =
r∑
d=1
Nd∑
i=0
nd,iζr(s, z|ωd,i),
where nd,i are integers with nr,i = 1 ∀i, ωd,i ∈ C
d and ζ0(s, z) = z
−s.
Proof. We prove this by induction. The case r = 0 is trivial, and also the r = 1 one, since there is
essentially only one cone in R.
For r > 1, the argument relies on proposition 3.5, which guarantees that there always exists a
subdivision of C into a set of subcones {Ci}, such that their normals form a basis of Z
r. Now,
since the sum in equation (40) is absolutely convergent (for Re s > r) we can rearrange the terms
of the sum without changing its value. In particular this means that we can perform the sum by
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summing over each of the Ci’s and then adding up the result. In this way we will count the lattice
points that lie within more than one of the Ci’s more than once, for which we need to compensate.
The overlap between different Ci cones will be given by a collection by lower dimensional cones cd,i,
with d = 0, . . . , r − 1. A particular lower dimensional cone might overlap with several other cones,
and in particular all the cones will of course overlap at the origin, n = (0, . . . , 0).
(42) ζCr (s, z|ω) =
∑
i
∑
n∈Ci∩Zr
1
(z + n · ω)s
+
r−1∑
d=0
Nd∑
i
∑
m∈cd,i∩Zr
nd,i
1
(z +m · ω)s
.
Next, since all the Ci’s have normals that constitute a basis of Z
r, we can use a SLr(Z) transfor-
mation to “rearrange” the sum over each Ci into a sum over R
r
≥0 ∩ Z
r = Zr≥0, i.e.∑
n∈Ci∩Zr
1
(z + n · ω)s
=
∑
A−1i n∈AiC∩Z
r
1
(z + (A−1i n) ·Aiω)
s
= ζr(s, z|Aiω),
where Ai ∈ SLr(Z) and we recognize the ordinary ζr. It is also clear that the sum over each lower
dimensional cone cd,i in R
r can be written as a sum over lattice points inside a cone c˜d,i ⊂ R
d ,
with an appropriate change of parameters ω → ωd,i, so we have that
(43) ζCr (z|ω) =
∑
i
ζr(s, z|Aiω) +
r−1∑
d=0
Nd∑
i
nd,iζ
cd,i
d (s, z|ωd,i),
from which the statement of the proposition follow by induction. 
This result is very similar in spirit to lemma 3.6, which gives us the explicit prescription for
r = 2. For a general cone in higher dimensions, finding explicitly the subdivision and working out
a correct prescription for computing ζCr is in general a difficult problem. However even without
a general algorithm, we observe that the above result means that ζCr always can be analytically
continued to any s ∈ C by analytic continuation of ζr. And since analytic continuation is unique,
the function we thus obtain does not depend on the subdivision, and one can use it to define the
generalized multiple gamma function as follows:
Definition 5.2. Given a cone C the generalized multiple gamma function associated to the cone
is defined as
(44) ΓCr (z|ω) = exp
(
∂
∂s
ζCr (s, z|ω)
∣∣
s=0
)
.
We also define in the same way the functions ζC
◦
r and Γ
C◦
r , but where the sum now is over the
interior of the cone.
Definition 5.3. Given a cone C the generalized multiple sine function associated to the cone is
defined as
(45) SCr (z|ω) = Γ
C
r (z|ω)
−1ΓC
◦
r (−z|ω)
(−1)r .
This generalizes the definition of Sr first given by Kurokawa [10]. Note that for the standard
cone given by Zr≥0, this definition matches the ordinary Sr exactly, since the restriction to the
interior of the cone corresponds to a shift of z by |ω| =
∑r
i ωi.
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5.1. Properties of generalized multiple sine function SCr .
Proposition 5.4 (Rescaling invariance). Let C be either a good 2d cone (r = 2), or a good 1-
Gorenstein 3d cone (r = 3). Then we have
(46) SCr (cz|cω) = S
C
r (z|ω),
for c ∈ C∗.
Proof. This follows from the rescaling property of the usual Sr given in equation (29), combined
with the representation of SCr as a finite product of ordinary Sr that we obtain in the proofs of
theorems 5.7 and 5.8, specifically in equations (50) and (61). 
Proposition 5.5 (Analyticity). For r odd the generalized multiple sine is an entire function in z,
with zeros at
z = n · ω n ∈ C◦ ∩ Zr,
coming from ΓC
◦
r (−z|ω)
−1, as well as zeros at
z = n · ω − n ∈ C ∩ Zr,
coming from ΓCr (z|ω)
−1. For even r, the multiple sine is meromorphic with zeros for n ∈ C◦ ∩ Zr
and poles for −n ∈ C ∩ Zr.
Proof. This is straightforward from the definition, applying the same logic as for the ordinary Sr
functions, looking at the zeros or poles of (ΓCr )
±1. 
Perhaps the most intriguing property of these generalized triple sine products it that they seem
to have an infinite product representation, similar to the one proved for Sr in [13], i.e. equation
(30), and which is closely related to the geometry of the cone. For the cases we can handle,
SCr can be written as a product of q-shifted factorials, one for each 1-dimensional face of the
cone, with parameters determined by the inward pointing normals determining the codimension 1
faces intersecting along this 1d face. Also appearing in this infinite product representation is an
exponential of a generalized Bernoulli polynomial, introduced in section 4.
Remark 5.6 For technical reasons we require the cone to satisfy the Gorenstein condition in the
r = 3 case. This condition helps us in the following way: let ξ be the vector such that ξ · vi = 1 ∀i,
then for m ∈ C ∩Z3, we have (m+ ξ) · vi = m · vi+1 ≥ 1, so we can write the sum over the interior
of the cone as a sum over the whole cone but with a shift of z by ξ · ω.
5.2. Infinite product representation of SC2 .
Theorem 5.7 (Infinite product representation of SC2 ). Let C be a two dimensional good cone
defined by the normals {v1, v2}, and let ω be such that Im
(
ω·p
ω·q
)
6= 0 for any p, q ∈ Z2 \ {0}, p 6= q.
Then
(47) SC2 (z|ω) = e
pii
2
BC22(z|ω)
2∏
f=1
(e
2πi z
τ
f
3 |e
2πi
τ
f
2
τ
f
3 )∞,
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where
(48) τ f = SKf (ω, 1),
with Kf , S ∈ SL
±
3 (Z) are as described in section 3.1. B
C
22 is a generalized Bernoulli polynomial as
defined in section 4, and explicitly given by equation (39).
Proof. For Re s > 2, the sum in the definition of the generalized zeta-function will converge
absolutely, so using lemma 3.6 one can express ζC2 as
(49) ζC2 (s, z|ω) = ζ2(s, z|ω × un, ω × un+1) +
n−1∑
j=0
ζ2(s, z + ω × uj |ω × uj, ω × uj+1),
where u0 = v1 and un+1 = −v2 (the minus sign appears because of how the wedge was previously
defined in lemma 3.6), and u1, . . . , un are the subdivision also given in lemma 3.6. We here assume
that the cone has the shape depicted in figure 3, the other cases all work out in essentially the same
way. In the above formula, we separate the term from the ‘last’ (un, un+1) wedge since we have to
include both boundaries of C in order not to miss the points along the v2 face. Similarly, for the
generalized zeta function associated to the interior of the cone, C◦, we use the opposite choice of
what to include in every subdivided wedge (i.e. we consider W˜j = {n · uj > 0, n · uj+1 ≤ 0, n ∈ Z
2}
instead of Wj as defined in the lemma). Then:
ζC
◦
2 (s, z|ω) = ζ2(s, z+ω× (un + un+1)|ω× un, ω× un+1) +
n−1∑
j=0
ζ2(s, z+ω× uj+1|ω× uj , ω× uj+1),
Going through the construction of SCr and remembering the definition of the usual S2, we can write:
(50) SC2 (z|ω) = S2(z|ω × un, ω × un+1)
n−1∏
j=0
S2(z + ω × uj|ω × uj, ω × uj+1).
Next, using equation (30), which applies as guaranteed by the condition on ω, it follows that:
SC2 (z|ω) = e
pii
2
BC2,2(z|ω)(e
2πi z
ω×un |e
2πi
ω×un+1
ω×un )∞(e
2πi z
ω×un+1 |e
2πi ω×un
ω×un+1 )∞
×
n−1∏
j=0
(e
2πi
z+ω×uj
ω×uj |e
2πi
ω×uj+1
ω×uj )∞(e
2πi
z+ω×uj
ω×uj+1 |e
2πi
ω×uj
ω×uj+1 )∞,
(51)
where we’ve collected the Bernoulli polynomials into the BC2,2 of equation (39). Next, consider two
factors of this product with the same denominator in their argument of the q-factorial, i.e.
⋆ = (e
2πi
z+ω×uj
ω×uj |e
2πi
ω×uj+1
ω×uj )∞(e
2πi
z+ω×uj−1
ω×uj |e
2πi
ω×uj−1
ω×uj )∞.
Because of multiple q-factorials properties, as well as the fact that ui−1 + ui+1 = Zui, those two
factors cancels:
⋆ = (e
2πi z
ω×uj |e
2πi
ω×uj+1
ω×uj )∞(e
2πi z
ω×uj |e
−2πi
ω×uj−1
ω×uj )−1∞
= (e
2πi z
ω×uj |e
2πi
ω×uj+1
ω×uj )∞(e
2πi z
ω×uj |e
−2πi
ω×(Zuj−uj+1)
ω×uj )−1∞
= 1 .
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So each of these blocks will in fact cancel, except the two which do not pair up with any other
block, i.e. the 2 q-factorials
(52) (e
2πi z
ω×u0 |e
2πi
ω×u1
ω×u0 )∞(e
2πi z
ω×un+1 |e
2πi ω×un
ω×un+1 )∞.
Finally, using the definitions of u0, u1, un and un+1 we have that
(53) ω × u0 = det[ω, v1], ω × u1 = det[ω, n1],
since n1 is defined as a vector that satisfies det[v1, n1] = 1 and u1 fulfills this by construction.
Similarly,
(54) ω × un+1 = det[ω,−v2] = det[v2, ω], ω × un = det[ω, n2].
Now, we only need to compare this with the statement in the theorem. For face 1 (for this shape
of the cone), corresponding to v1, we have det[x1, v1] > 0 and thus K˜1 = [n1, v1]
−1 ∈ SL2(Z). And
it is simple to work out that indeed
(55) K˜1
(
ω1
ω2
)
=
(
det[ω, v1]
det[ω, n1],
)
which after extending and composing with S, to SKf ∈ SL3(Z), gives the right answer. It is also
easy to realize that for face 2, corresponding to v2, det[x2, v2] < 0 and thus we should consider
K˜f = [−n2, v2], which has determinant −1. Comparing in the same way as above, we again see
that it matches. 
5.3. Infinite product representation of SC3 .
Theorem 5.8 (Infinite product representation of SC3 ). Let C be a good three dimensional cone,
satisfying the 1-Gorenstein condition, with inwards pointing normals {vi}, i = 1, . . . , N , a set of
1d faces ∆C1 , and let ω be such that Im
(
ω·p
ω·q
)
6= 0 for p, q ∈ Z3 \ 0 and p 6= q. Then the associated
generalized triple sine SC3 (z|ω) can be written in the following form
(56) SC3 (z|ω) = e
−pii
6
BC33(z|ω)
∏
f∈∆C1
(e
2πi z
τ
f
4 |e
2πi
τ
f
2
τ
f
4 , e
2πi
τ
f
3
τ
f
4 )∞,
where
τ f = SKf (ω, 1),
with S and Kf as defined in section 3.1.
Before giving the proof, we first show some preliminary results about about products of q-
factorials over wedges which will be used in the proof of theorem 5.8.
Proposition 5.9. Consider two rays from the origin in R2 with primitive normals v,w ∈ Z2
pointing in an anti-clockwise direction such that v × w = 1. Let u1, . . . , un denote the normals of
n extra lines subdividing the wedge defined by v,w such that v × u1 = ui × ui+1 = un ×w = 1, and
let u0 = v, un+1 = w. Then
(57)
n∏
i=0
(e2πiz |e2πiω×ui , e−2πiω×ui+1)∞ = (e
2πiz|e2πiω×v, e−2πiω×w)∞.
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Proof. We proof this by induction on the number of lines added. Up to an SL2(Z) transformation,
we can assume that v = (0, 1) and w = (−1, 0), and then we first of all consider the case of adding
a single line u. The only possibility is u = v + w = (−1, 1) and for these lines, the expression
above is exactly proposition 2.2. Next, consider adding n redundant lines with normals u1, . . . , un,
still assuming v = (0, 1), w = (−1, 0). If one of the added lines has ui = u = (−1, 1), we instead
consider the two wedges v, ui and ui, w, each of which satisfies the conditions of the proposition,
and will be subdivided by less than n lines and the proof follows by induction. This relies on the
assumption that it is always possible to find a line with normal u in the subdivision proposed here.
To prove this, assume first that all n lines are between the lines with normals v and u. Then
the last of them must have normal u. If instead all lines are between the lines with normals u
and w, then the first of them must have normal u. The remaining case is that there are lines
between both the lines with normals u, v and u,w. Assume that none of the lines have normal
equal to u, then there are two primitive normals ui, ui+1 on either side of u. Let ui = (−c, d) and
ui+1 = (−a, b), with a, b, c, d > 0. In order for the corresponding lines to be on either side of the
u-line, these integers needs to satisfy cd < 1 <
a
b or d > c ≥ 1 and a > b ≥ 1. However this leads to
ui × ui+1 = ad − bc > 1 which is in contradiction with the assumptions made. So we can always
find the line u among the lines of the subdivision.

Corollary 5.10. Assume that there exist a set of normals {ui}
n+1
i=0 satisfying ui × ui+1 = 1 that
covers the entire R2, i.e. u0 = un+1. Then
(58)
n∏
i=0
(e2πiz |e2πiω×ui , e−2πiω×ui+1)∞ = 1− e
2πiz .
Proof. Using a SL2(Z) transform, we can put u0, u1 into (0, 1) and (−1, 0) respectively. Then by
the argument used in the proof of proposition 5.9, the normal (1,−1) must be among the rest
of the normals. Thus, after the SL2(Z) transformation, we can view the normals as giving some
subdivision of the two wedges specified by the normals (−1, 0), (1,−1) and (1,−1), (0, 1), and by
proposition 5.9 we know that such subdivisions do not change the value of the product. The final
step is computing the above product for the three normals (0, 1), (−1, 0), (1,−1). This is easily
done using properties of the multiple q-factorials,
3∏
i=1
(e2πiz |e2πiω×vi , e−2πiω×vi+1)∞ = 1− e
2πiz ,
proving the corollary. 
Proof of theorem 5.8. Since the cone satisfies the 1-Gorenstein condition, we choose coordinates
such that for all normals, their first component is equal to 1, i.e. the normal vectors can be written
as vi = (1,−Li) for two-vectors Li = (L
1
i , L
2
i ). This is equivalent to having a coordinate system
where ξ = (1, 0, 0). A vector n = (n1, n2, n3) inside the cone can be written as
(59) n1 ≥ L
2
in2 + L
3
in3, i = 1, . . . , N.
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At each point in the (n2, n3) plane, one of those inequalities will dominate and give the true lower
bound of n1. Geometrically those regions correspond to the regions over the different faces of the
cone. Let Wi be the wedge of the n2 − n3 plane corresponding to face i, Wi = {m ∈ R
2 : m · vi ≥
0,m · vi+1 < 0}, and note that for Re s large enough, the sum is absolutely convergent so that we
can rearrange the order of summation without changing its value. Using this, the generalized zeta
function ζC3 (z|ω) is expressed as
(60) ζC3 (s, z|ω) =
N∑
i=1
∑
(n2,n3)∈Wi
∞∑
n1=L2i n2+L
3
i n3
1
(z + n · ω)s
+
∞∑
n1=0
1
(z + n1ω1)s
,
where the last sum is performed over the origin of the n2−n3 plane in order not to miss the lattice
points there. Next, recognizing the last term as ζ1 gives
ζC3 (s, z|ω) =
N∑
i=1
∑
(n2,n3)∈Wi
∞∑
n1=0
1
(z + n1ω1 + (ω2 + L
2
iω1)n2 + (ω3 + L
3
iω1)n3)
s
+ ζ1(s, z|ω1)
=
N∑
i=1
∞∑
n1=0
∑
m∈Wi
1
(z + n1ω1 +m · ωi)
s
+ ζ1(s, z|ω1),
where we define ωi = (ω2 + L
2
iω1, ω3 + L
3
iω1).
The absolute convergence of the zeta function (for large enough Re s) allows us to apply lemma
3.6 to the sum. This gives a set of subdividing lines {ui,k}
Ni+1
k=0 for each wedge labeled by i. Each
subdivided wedge bounded by ui,j, ui,j+1 contributes with a copy of ζ2.
ζC3 (s, z|ω) = ζ1(s, z|ω1) +
N∑
i=1
∞∑
n1=0
Ni∑
j=0
ζ2(s, z + ωi × ui,j + n1ω1|ωi × ui,j, ωi × ui,j+1)
= ζ1(s, z|ω1) +
N∑
i=1
Ni∑
j=0
ζ3(s, z + ωi × ui,j |ω1, ωi × ui,j , ωi × ui,j+1).
In this way ζC3 has been resolved into a finite sum of ordinary ζ3 functions. This directly implies
the factorization of the ΓC3 :
ΓC3 (z|ω) = Γ1(z|ω1)
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
Γ3(z + ωi × ui,j|ω1, ωi × ui,j, ωi × ui,j+1),
In the definition of the wedges Wi, the choice of including the lower edge (i.e. m · vi ≥ 0) while
excluding the upper edge (m · vi+1 < 0) is arbitrary. One can equally well define the wedges with
the opposite convention, this indeed leads to the alternative representation of ΓC3 as
ΓC3 (z|ω) = Γ1(z|ω1)
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
Γ3(z + ωi × ui,j+1|ω1, ωi × ui,j, ωi × ui,j+1).
The 1-Gorenstein condition lets us write the sum over the interior of the cone as a shift of z by
ξ · ω = ω1 since ξ = (1, 0, 0), and using this as well as both the above representations of Γ
C
3 , we
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write the generalized triple sine as
SC3 (z|ω) = Γ
C
3 (z|ω)
−1ΓC3 (ξ · ω − z|ω)
−1
= Γ1(z|ω1)
−1Γ1(ξ · ω − z|ω1)
−1
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
Γ3(z + ωi × ui,j|ω1, ωi × ui,j, ωi × ui,j+1)
−1
× Γ3(ω1 − z + ωi × ui,j+1|ω1, ωi × ui,j , ωi × ui,j+1)
−1.
The factors of Γ3 combines into the usual triple sine, and the factors of Γ1 combines into S1 which
is nothing but the usual sin function
(61) SC3 (z|ω) = 2 sin
(
πz
ω1
) N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
S3(z + ωi × ui,j|ω1, ωi × ui,j, ωi × ui,j+1).
Next, because of the condition on ω, one can now use the infinite product representation of S3
given by equation (30), and expand this as
SC3 (z|ω) = 2 sin
(
πz
ω1
)
×B ×
A1︷ ︸︸ ︷
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
(e
2πi
z+ωi×ui,j
ω1 |e
2πi
ωi×ui,j
ω1 , e
2πi
ωi×ui,j+1
ω1 )∞×
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
(e
2πi z
ωi×ui,j |e
2πi
ω1
ωi×ui,j , e
2πi
ωi×ui,j+1
ωi×ui,j )∞(e
2πi
z+ωi×ui,j
ωi×ui,j+1 |e
2πi
ωi×ui,j
ωi×ui,j+1 , e
2πi
ω1
ωi×ui,j+1 )∞
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
,
(62)
where
(63) B =
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
e−
pii
6
B33(z+ωi×ui,j |ω1,ωi×ui,j ,ωi×ui,j+1).
We will deal with the factors A1, A2 and B separately. The factor A1 can be written exactly in
the form of the product considered in corollary 5.10, using the property (5) of q-factorials, and
applying the corollary gives
(64) A1 = (1− e
2πi z
ω1 )−1.
The A1 factor almost cancels against the 2 sin(πz/ω1) and we are left with ie
−iπ z
ω1 , this term will
be considered together with the B factor.
To deal with the A2 factor, consider first the contribution from two neighboring small wedges
inside the same overall wedge, i.e. the contribution from the wedge between ui,k−1, ui,k and the
wedge ui,k, ui,k+1. To prevent notational clutter, we suppress the index i on ui,k in the next few
formulas. By the definition of the subdivision we have that
(65) uk−1 × uk = uk × uk+1 = 1 ⇒ uk−1 + uk+1 = akuk, ak ∈ Z.
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Then, we consider the contributions from these two wedges that have the same denominator inside
their exponentials, i.e.
(e
2πi z
ωi×uk |e
2πi
ω1
ωi×uk , e
2πi
ωi×uk+1
ωi×uk )∞(e
2πi
z+ωi×uk−1
ωi×uk |e
2πi
ω1
ωi×uk , e
2πi
ωi×uk−1
ωi×uk )∞
= (e
2πi z
ωi×uk |e
2πi
ω1
ωi×uk , e
2πi
ωi×uk+1
ωi×uk )∞(e
2πi z
ωi×uk |e
2πi
ω1
ωi×uk , e
−2πi
ωi×uk−1
ωi×uk )−1∞
= (e
2πi z
ωi×uk |e
2πi
ω1
ωi×uk , e
2πi
ωi×uk+1
ωi×uk )∞(e
2πi z
ωi×uk |e
2πi
ω1
ωi×uk , e
2πi
ωi×(uk+1−akuk)
ωi×uk )−1∞
= 1.
(66)
where one makes use the periodicity and inversion properties of the q-shifted factorial, as well as
the relation (65). This means that almost every factor in A2 cancels, and the only ones that are
left are the ones coming from the edge of the large wedges, i.e. the ones bounded by either ui,0, ui,1
or ui,Ni , ui,Ni+1.
Let’s consider such a case, where for convenience we call the involved lines u0, u1 and u2 and let
u1 be the boundary between the two faces. Let also ω1, ω2 be the two corresponding ωi-vectors.
The faces which the line u1 divides have normals v1 = (1,−L1) and v2 = (1,−L2). Since u1 is
normal to the line along the intersection of these two faces, u1 is parallel to L1 − L2. From the
goodness of the cone, the vector L1 − L2 is primitive, as is u1, and hence u1 = L2 − L1, where
the right sign is fixed by the convention that the normals ui point counter clockwise. This relation
holds for any line that separates two wedges Wi,Wi+1, and it implies that
(67) ω1 × u1 = ω2 × u2.
Also from the definition of ωi we have from u1 = L2 − L1 that
(68) ω2 = ω1 + ω1u1,
The contribution to A2 from the two sides of u1 is given by
(e
2πi z
ω1×u1 |e
2πi
ω1
ω1×u1 , e
2πi
ω1×u0
ω1×u1 )∞(e
2πi
z+ω2×u2
ω2×u1 |e
2πi
ω1
ω2×u1 , e
2πi
ω2×u2
ω2×u1 )∞.
Using periodicity and the functional equations that the q-factorial enjoys as well as the relations
(65), (68) and (67), we see that this is equal to
(e
2πi z
ω1×u1 |e
2πi
ω1
ω1×u1 , e
2πi
ω1×u0
ω1×u1 )∞(e
2πi z
ω1×u1 |e
2πi
ω1
ω1×u1 , e
−2πi
ω2×u2
ω1×u1 )−1∞
=(e
2πi z
ω1×u1 |e
2πi
ω1
ω1×u1 , e
2πi
ω1×u0
ω1×u1 )∞(e
2πi z
ω1×u1 |e
2πi
ω1
ω1×u1 , e
−2πi
ω2×(au1−u0)
ω1×u1 )−1∞
=(e
2πi z
ω1×u1 |e
2πi
ω1
ω1×u1 , e
2πi
ω1×u0
ω1×u1 )∞(e
2πi z
ω1×u1 |e
2πi
ω1
ω1×u1 , e
2πi
ω1×u0+ω1
ω1×u1 )−1∞ .
Moreover, we use proposition 2.2 which allows us to combine this into the single q-shifted factorial
(e
2πi z
ω1×u1 |e
2πi
ω2×u2
ω1×u1 , e
2πi
ω1×u0
ω1×u1 )∞,
where we also used (68). Note that if v1 = (1,−L1), v2 = (1,−L2) it follows from u1 = L2 − L1
that
det[v1, v2, ω] = ω1(L1 × L2) + ω2(L
2
2 − L
3
1) + ω3(L
2
1 − L
2
2) = ω1 × u1.
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Also note that if we let n = (0,−u2), then
det[v1, v2, n] = det[v1 − v2, v2, n] =
(
0 1 0
u1 −L2 −u2
)
= −u2 × u1 = 1.
and then it is straight forward to check that indeed
det[n, ω, v2] = ω2 × u2,(69)
det[v1, ω, n] = −ω1 × u2 = ω1 × u0 + aω1 × u1,(70)
where the ambiguity in the integer a doesn’t matter since it will only enter as e2πia. Comparing
this with the prescription given in the statement of the theorem, it is a straight forward exercise to
see that the above parameters indeed match.
Finally, we consider the factor B′ = Be
−iπ z
ω1
+ ipi
2 . The logarithm of this is given by
logB′ = −
πi
6
N∑
i=1
Ni∑
j=0
B33(z + ωi × ui,j |ω1, ωi × ui,j , ωi × ui,j+1)− iπ
z
ω1
+
iπ
2
.
By following a procedure analogous to the one used in ζCr case, it is possible to resolve the sum in
equation (38), using the 1-Gorenstein condition as above, and find that the above is indeed equal
to BC3,3(z|ω). This completes the proof. 
The two above results for SC2 and S
C
3 reduces to the previously known infinite product represen-
tations of S2 and S3 if one chooses the standard cones R
2
≥0 or R
3
≥0, and the action of the SLr+1(Z)
on the parameters of the multiple q-factorials is essentially the same as the group action given in
equation (21). In the next section, we will show a very similar factorization property for GC1 and
GC2 .
6. Generalized multiple elliptic gamma functions
Definition 6.1. Let C be a good cone in Rr+1, and assume that Im(ω) ∈ (C∗)◦. We define the
generalized multiple elliptic gamma function associated to C as
(71) GCr (z|τ ) =
∏
n∈C∩Zr
(1− e2πi(z+n·ω))(−1)
r
∏
n∈C◦∩Zr
(1− e2πi(−z+n·ω)).
This definition closely mimics one way of writing the usual multiple elliptic gamma functions,
as shown in equation (15), and if one chooses the standard cone C = Rr≥0 the function is exactly
the ordinary Gr. Notice that the usual definition uses the q-shifted factorials, which has a natural
extension allowing ωi ∈ C−R, whereas here we require that Im(ω) is strictly inside the dual of the
cone, so that the product above converges.
For r = 1, this definition is essentially the same as the gamma functions associated to wedges
defined in [5].
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6.1. Factorization property of GC1 .
Theorem 6.2 (Factorization property of GC1 ). Let C be a 2-dimensional good cone defined by the
two normals {v1, v2}. Then the associated generalized elliptic gamma function can be written as
(72) GC1 (z|ω) = e
pii
3
BC˜3,3(z|ω,−1)
2∏
f=1
(SKf )
∗G1(z|ω),
where S,Kf are defined in section 3.1, and where g ∈ SL3(Z) acts on G1 by the group action given
in equation (21) on its parameters. C˜ is a 3d cone with normals (v1, 0), (v2, 0), (0, 0, 1), and B
C˜
3,3
is its associated Bernoulli polynomial.
Proof. This proof needs again the subdivision of the wedge as constructed in lemma 3.6, but now
in order to perform an infinite product rather than a sum. The factorization of the original infinite
product into products over smaller wedges is well defined. To see this, we just need the obvious
generalization of equation (16), that the logarithm of the product gives a sum which converges
absolutely, which allows us to rearrange the product in this way. The product over each subdivided
wedge will converge, and after an SL2(Z) transformation gives a q-factorial,
(73)∏
n∈C∩Z2
(1−e2πi(z+n·ω)) = (e2πiz|e2πi(ω×un), e2πi(ω×un+1))∞
n−1∏
j=0
(e2πi(z+ω×uj)|e2πi(ω×uj), e2πi(ω×uj+1))∞.
Using this, and the alternative choice for including lines and taking care to only include the interior
of the cone for the other infinite product, it follows that
(74) GC1 (z|ω) = G1(z|ω × un, ω × un+1)
n−1∏
j=0
G1(z + ω × uj|ω × uj , ω × uj+1).
Next, we apply the result of theorem 2.4, in order to write this as
GC1 (z|ω) = B ×G1(
z
ω × un
| −
1
ω × un
,
un+1
ω × un
)G1(
z
ω × un+1
| −
1
ω × un+1
,
un
ω × un+1
)
×
n−1∏
j=0
G1(
z + ω × un
ω × un
| −
1
ω × un
,
un+1
ω × un
)G1(
z + ω × un
ω × un+1
| −
1
ω × un+1
,
un
ω × un+1
),
(75)
where B is the exponential of a sum of B3,3 terms. A quick computation starting from the definition
of BCr,n and using the same procedure as in the proof of theorem 5.8 gives
(76) B = e
pii
3
BC˜3,3(z|(ω,−1)).
To deal with the product over G1’s, one considers the product over two factors with the same
denominator in their arguments. Then, expressing each G1 as a product of two q-factorials and
matching the q-factorials up appropriately, the calculation seen in equation (66) goes through again
and shows that all paired up G1’s indeed cancel. So in the end we are left with only two remaining
G1-functions,
G1(
z
ω × un+1
| −
1
ω × un+1
,
ω × un
ω × un+1
)G1(
z
ω × u0
| −
1
ω × u0
,
ω × u1
ω × u0
).
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Repeating the arguments from the end of the proof of theorem 5.7, one can easily compare this with
the prescription of the theorem, and up to ordering, which of course do not matter since Gr(z|ω)
is symmetric under permutation of ω, we see that it precisely matches the group action of SKF on
(z|(ω, 1)) where the final 1 is removed.

6.2. Factorization property of GC2 .
Theorem 6.3 (Factorization property of GC2 ). Let C be a good 3-dimensional cone satisfying the
1-Gorenstein condition with normals {vi}
N
i=1, and a set of 1d faces ∆
C
1 . Then
(77) GC2 (z|ω) = e
pii
12
BC˜4,4(z|ω,−1)
∏
f∈∆C1
(SKF )
∗G2(z|ω).
where C˜ is the 4d cone with normals {(v1, 0), . . . , (vN , 0), (0, 0, 0, 1)}, S,Kf ∈ SL4(Z) are defined
as in section 3.1 and (SKf ) acts on G2 by acting on its parameters (z|ω) as specified by equation
(21).
Proof. The proof proceeds along the same lines as the proof of theorem 5.8, for this reason we will
not write it in as much detail.
We use the 1-Gorenstein condition to let all the normals have the form vi = (1,−Li), i.e. choose
ξ = (1, 0, 0), and then consider the product over each face separately. At this point it is possible
to split each face into the subdivided wedges of lemma 3.6, so that we get a set of subdivided
normals {ui,j}, where each small wedge has normals forming a SL2(Z) basis. The product over
each of these wedges can then be transformed into a product over Z3≥0 through a shift and a SL2(Z)
transformation. Doing this, and remembering to include the contribution from n2 = n3 = 0, we get
GC2 (z|ω) =
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
∏
n∈Z3
≥0
(1− e2πi(z+ωi×ui,j+n1ω1+n2ωi×ui,j+n3ωi×ui,j+1))
× (1− e2πi(ω1−z+ωi×ui,j+1+n1ω1+n2ωi×ui,j+n3ωi×ui,j+1))×
( ∞∏
n1=0
(1− e2πi(z+ω1n1))(1 − e2πi(ω1−z+ω1n1))
)
.
All these factors combine into ordinary G2 functions except for the last product which combines
into G0(z|ω1)
(78) GC2 (z|ω) = G0(z|ω1)
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
G2(z + ωi × ui,j|ω1, ωi × ui,j, ωi × ui,j+1).
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We apply the first version of theorem 2.4, i.e. the modular property of G2, to rewrite this as
GC2 (z|ω) = G0(z|ω1)×B ×
A1︷ ︸︸ ︷
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
G2(
z
ω1
| −
1
ω1
,
ωi × ui,j
ω1
,
ωi × ui,j+1
ω1
)×
G2(
z
ωi × ui,j
|
ω1
ωi × ui,j
,−
1
ωi × ui,j
,
ωi × ui,j+1
ωi × ui,j
)G2(
z
ωi × ui,j+1
|
ω1
ωi × ui,j+1
,
ωi × ui,j
ωi × ui,j+1
,−
1
ωi × ui,j+1
))︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
,
(79)
where
B =
N∏
i=1
Ni∏
j=0
e
pii
12
B4,4(z+ωi×ui,j |ω1,ωi×ui,j ,ωi×ui,j+1,−1).
Now, using that ui,j−1 + ui,j+1 = Zui,j, and that ωi+1 = ωi + ui,Ni+1 as shown in the previous
proof, and properties of G2, one shows that every factor of A2 cancels, except for the crossing from
one face of the cone to another, just as in the proof of the factorization of SC3 . The contributions
from the two factors on either side of a crossing between two wedges can be written as
G2(
z
ωi×ui,Ni+1
| ω1ωi×ui,Ni+1
,
ωi×ui+1,1
ωi×ui,Ni+1
,− 1ωi×ui,Ni+1
)
G2(
z
ωi×ui,Ni+1
| ω1ωi×ui,Ni+1
,
ωi×ui+1,1
ωi×ui,Ni+1
,− 1ωi×ui,Ni+1
)
,
and then using proposition 2.6, the above combines into
G2(
z
ωi × ui,Ni+1
|
ωi+1 × ui+1,1
ωi × ui,Ni+1
,
−ωi × ui+1,1
ωi × ui,Ni+1
,−
1
ωi × ui,Ni+1
).
So from the A2 factor, we get one such factor from each intersection of two faces, and we see that
the parameters are the same as in the proof of theorem 5.8. So we can write
A2 =
∏
f∈∆C1
(SKf )
∗G2(z|ω).
Next, by means of a slight generalization of corollary 5.10 one can show that A1 = G0(
z
ω1
|− 1ω1 ).
The two G0 functions we now have combine into an exponential of a polynomial in z due to the
following modular property of G0 = θ0 :
(80) θ0
(
z
τ
,−
1
τ
)
= e−πiB2,2(z|(τ ,−1))θ0 (z, τ)
which combines with the B-factor into what we will call B′. One can then compute the sum defining
BC˜4,4 by subdividing the 3d 1-Gorenstein cone as in this proof and then performing the sum over
the extra direction. Doing this, one finds that indeed
(81) B′ = e
pii
12
BC˜4,4(z|ω).
This concludes the proof.

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This and the previous result for GC1 includes all the previously known modularity results about
the elliptic double gamma function Γ investigated by Felder and Varchenko [3, 4] as well as the
modularity results for Gr proved by Narukawa in [13] as special cases for the regular cones. It
is also a generalization of the work [5], and it could have some interpretation in terms of higher
dimensional generalizations of the gerbe defined there. In ongoing work [17], we extend this result
for all r, using slightly different methods than in the present article.
Corollary 6.4. There is an alternative factorization of GC2 as
(82) GC2 (z|ω) = e
−pii
12
BC˜4,4(z|ω,1)
∏
f∈∆C1
(S−1Kf )
∗G2(z|ω).
where C is a good, 1-Gorenstein 3d cone.
Proof. This is simply a consequence of the alternative factorization of the usual G2 in theorem 2.4,
which we insert into the proof of theorem 6.3 in equation (79), and then the proof goes through with
very minor changes. The parameters change sign, and one realizes that we can precisely account
for this by replacing the S-duality matrix with its inverse S−1. Finally, a somewhat tedious but
straightforward calculation is needed to see that the new Bernoulli factors one gets is exactly
BC˜4,4(z|(ω, 1)), as we would expect from comparison with normal G2. 
Corollary 6.4 leads to the following result, which resembles the modularity property of the normal
Gr functions in theorem 2.3
Proposition 6.5.
(83) exp(−
πi
3
BC3,3(z|ω)) =
∏
f∈∆C1
(SKf )
∗G1(z|ω).
where C is a good, 1-Gorenstein 3d cone and we abuse the notation slightly with respect to equation
(21) since we are neglecting the action on the first component. The action of SKf on (z|ω) is now
taken to be
(84) g · (z|ω) =
( z
(gω)4
|
(gω)2
(gω, )4
,
(gω)3
(gω)4
)
.
Proof. Using equations (77) and (82) we can factorize GC2 in two equivalent ways, and if we divide
the two different expressions for the factorization we get:
1 = exp
[πi
12
(BC˜4,4(z|(ω,−1)) +B
C˜
4,4(z|(ω, 1)))
] ∏
f∈∆C1
(SKf )
∗G2(z|ω)
(S−1Kf )∗G2(z|ω)
.
Consider the factor of G2’s at a particular face f . Explicitly, if (SKf ) · (z|ω) = (
z
τ | −
1
τ ,
σ
τ ,
ǫ
τ ), then
(S−1Kf ) · (z|ω) = (−
z
τ | −
1
τ ,−
σ
τ ,−
ǫ
τ ), and we have
G2(
z
τ | −
1
τ ,
σ
τ ,
ǫ
τ )
G2(−
z
τ | −
1
τ ,−
σ
τ ,−
ǫ
τ )
.
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Expanding each G2 into two q-factorials according to the definition, and using repeatedly the
properties in equation (5) and the definition of G1, it is a short computation to see that this is
equal to
(85)
1
G1
(
z
τ |
σ
τ ,
ǫ
τ
) = 1
(SKf )∗G1(z|ω)
,
with the abuse of notation explained above. Next, using a property of Bernoulli polynomials [13]:
(86) Br,r(z|(ω, η)) +Br,r(z|(ω,−η)) = −rBr−1,r−1(z|ω),
together with the expression for BC˜4,4 as a sum of ordinary Bernoulli polynomials, and comparing
with the expression for BC3,3 as a sum over B3,3’s, and doing a short computation for the few
additional terms, we see that indeed
(87) exp
[πi
12
(BC˜4,4(z|(ω,−1)) +B
C˜
4,4(z|(ω, 1)))
]
= exp[−
πi
3
BC3,3(z|ω)]

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